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4 of 6 review helpful Cool By Shirley Field If you re interested in Japanese women s literary criticism in English this 
may be the ONLY book for you since I ve never seen another like it She has reviews written by both Japanese men 
and women and it s interesting to see how criticism was written in Japan I recommend it not just for those with a 
literary bent but for those interested in Japanese history in general It s Woman Critiqued will make us wonder why we 
thought we could grasp modern Japanese literature without concerted attention to what men and women had to say 
about women rsquo s literary production This remarkable collection is full of surprises even where predictable 
arguments are being made Careful translations of writings by the familiar and the obscure together with thought 
provoking introductions and supporting apparatus make this an indispensable text f About the Author Rebecca 
Copeland is associate professor of Japanese literature at Washington University in St Louis Missouri 
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